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Colorful Wyoming Coloring Journal
Amanda Lenz

Summary
These sixty-five beautifully crafted illustrations will inspire readers to connect to nature and unwind. Uplifting nature quotes refresh and inspire, while brief nature facts on the spread’s flora and fauna provide extra insight into some of the state’s gems. Added white space on the left side of each spread allows for writing, journaling, or freehand drawing. Each spread’s unique and artful illustration combined with the reader/artist’s coloring create a piece that can be proudly displayed on a wall or refrigerator. Whether you are a Wyoming resident or visitor, this journal keeps you connected to the state you love.

Contributor Bio
Amanda Lenz is a professional illustrator working and living in Boulder, Colorado. She’s been drawing things and playing in the woods since she could walk. Her background in fine art and design paired with the love of the outdoors come together in the Colorful Wyoming Coloring Journal to create rich nature-inspired illustrations meant to be unique artworks. When she’s not illustrating plants, animals, and imaginary things: she grows fruits and veggies in her garden, trail runs, and bike commutes.

Once Upon a Boyhood Life on a Colorado Farm During the Great Depression
Robert Forbes

Summary
This story of the trials and triumphs of a boy growing up on a Colorado farm during the Great Depression highlights the importance of strong family ties and friends who lived by the Golden Rule. In addition to revealing personal experiences and family history, the author has given the reader a unique glimpse into the life styles and moral standards of those who lived in rural Colorado during the era of the Great Depression. Changes in methods of food production and advances in technology and medical services are witnessed through the eyes and understanding of a boy growing up at that time.

Contributor Bio
From the humble experience of growing up on a subsistence farm in Colorado, author Bob Forbes received his degree in Mechanical Engineering from UW-Madison and a commission as Ensign in the U.S. Navy. He spent the next twenty years in the aircraft/aerospace industry and became the Assistant Chief Engineer of the company that developed special ignition devices for all the manned Apollo space flights to the moon. At age forty, he and his family returned to the University of Wisconsin in Madison where he received a master’s degree in Educational Administration and served in various administrative positions and taught some seminars on management. After retiring in 1991, he served on several boards of non-profits including the Second Harvest Foodbank, Bethel Horizons, Harvest of Hope and Friends of Schumacher Farm – all in or near Madison, Wisconsin.
100 Things Colorado Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die
Brian Howell

Summary
Featuring traditions, records, and lore, this lively, detailed book explores the personalities, events, and facts every University of Colorado fan should know. Whether you're a longtime regular at Folsom Field or a more recent supporter, these are the 100 things every fan needs to know and do in their lifetime. CU beat reporter Brian Howell has collected every essential piece of Buffaloes knowledge and trivia, as well as must-do activities, and ranks them all from 1 to 100, providing an entertaining and easy-to-follow checklist as you progress on your way to fan superstardom.

Contributor Bio
Brian Howell has been a sportswriter since 1993 and is the Colorado Buffaloes beat writer for Buffzone and the Boulder Daily Camera. He has authored several books about sports and history, including 100 Things Broncos Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die. He lives in Frederick, Colorado with his wife and four children.

Cruisin' the Fossil Freeway Map (2nd Edition)
The Ultimate Prehistoric Road Map to the Best of the American West
Kirk Johnson, Ray Troll

Summary
An illustrated companion map for Cruisin' the Fossil Freeway, which follows the zany travels of a paleontologist and an artist as they drive across the American West in search of fossils.

Contributor Bio
Kirk R. Johnson is a paleobotanist and the Sant Director of the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History in Washington, D.C. With research focus on fossil plants, ancient climates, and the K-T boundary, he strives to make his science accessible. Kirk is the host of two recent PBS series, Making North America and The Great Yellowstone Thaw. He has written ten books, including Prehistoric Journey; Cruisin’ the Fossil Freeway; Ancient Denvers; Ancient Wyomings; and Digging Snowmastodon.

Ray Troll is best known for his twisted yet accurate fish-oriented imagery. Ray has illustrated ten books, including Cruisin’ the Fossil Freeway; Sharkabet; Rapture of the Deep; Planet Ocean, and Ray Troll’s Shocking Fish Tales. His distinctive art has formed the core of many traveling museum exhibits, including "Dancing to the Fossil Record" and "Amazon Voyage: Vicious Fishes and Other Riches." His science-infused art has appeared on more than two million T-shirts. Ray and his wife, Michelle, own and operate the Soho Coho Gallery, located on a salmon-spawning stream in the former red-light district...
The Undaunted Garden
Planting for Weather-Resilient Beauty
Lauren Springer Ogden

This bestselling gardening classic provides a unique and beautifully aesthetic approach to gardening in a challenging climate.

Summary
Well-adapted plants, practical and environmental perspectives, and a uniquely aesthetic approach to gardening in a challenging climate compose the story that is The Undaunted Garden by pioneering plantswoman, garden designer, and author Lauren Springer Ogden. Highlights include: More than 370 new full-color photographs 100 portraits of underused, exceptional plants Information on drought-tolerant and deer-resistant plants Insights and lessons from Lauren’s three personal gardens

Contributor Bio
Lauren Springer Ogden is one of America’s most original gardeners. After gardening professionally for several years on both sides of the Atlantic, Lauren received a master’s degree in horticulture from Penn State and moved west. Lauren’s writing and photography have appeared regularly in American gardening publications, and she has been featured in the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Nature, and on television. Lauren and her husband Scott Ogden design public and private gardens. Together they tend two intensive gardens in Fort Collins and Austin, overseen by cats, wildlife, and three mildly interested children.

Grow Native
Landscaping with Native and Apt Plants of the Rocky Mountains
Sam Huddleston, Michael Hussey

Summary
Here is a frank discussion of the hardiest of trees, shrubs, and groundcovers suitable for landscaping in the rough, and at times unforgiving, Rocky Mountain climate.

Contributor Bio
Sam Huddleston is a noted professional planner and landscape architect. He is a Fellow of the American Society of Landscape Architects and a Member of the American Institute of Planners. He headquarters in Denver but practices throughout the West, even as far afield as Alaska. Michael Hussey grew up in Iowa, but many of his childhood summers were spent in Colorado with his geologist father. He developed a love for the area and, after a stint with Army in Augsburg, Germany, headed to Colorado and began his career as a landscape architect with the Huddleston firm.
Sunbelt Gardening
Success in Hot-Weather Climates
Tom Peace

Summary
For gardeners who live in sunbelt regions of America—whether southeastern, southcentral, or southwestern—this book describes the differences that set hot-weather garden performers apart from other garden varieties.

Contributor Bio
Garden designer Tom Peace draws on his years of experience gardening in hot climates. A graduate of Colorado State University, where he studied forest biology and botany, he has researched plant ecology throughout the world, including Asia and Europe, and has extensive experience in floriculture.

Native Plants for High-Elevation Western Gardens (2nd Edition)
Janice Busco, Nancy R. Morin

Unique book highlights 150 species of native plants guaranteed to be low-maintenance successes for high-altitude regions.

Summary
150 species of native plants guaranteed to be low-maintenance successes for people who live in the high-altitude regions of the American West (5,000 feet and above).

Contributor Bio
Janice Busco has 20 years experience with Western native plants as an environmental horticulturist, consultant, and educator. She has served as co-director of the Theodore Payne Foundation for Wildflowers and Native Plants in Sun Valley, California, and as horticulturist at The Arboretum at Flagstaff. Nancy R. Morin worked for 15 years at the Missouri Botanical Garden, eventually becoming the assistant director, and another 3 years as executive director of the American Association of Botanical Gardens and Arboreta before coming to Flagstaff to serve as director of The Arboretum at Flagstaff.
Zen of Gardening in the High & Arid West
Tips, Tools, and Techniques
David Wann

Summary
Drawing from his own considerable gardening experience and expertise, as well as leaning on the wisdom of the people he calls "The Zen Masters of the Western Garden," David Wann gathers a mix of stories, how-to advice, and simple, doable projects that are ideal for gardeners in the high and arid landscapes of the West. This covers topics such as strategic gardening (how to coax fruits and vegetables from a sun-parched garden), pest-proof planting, choosing the right varieties of edibles for the region, how to become a seed-starting maniac, a Farmer's Almanac approach to gardening (plant peas when the first cottonwood leaves appear!), as well as profiles of colorful local gardens and gardeners.

Contributor Bio
David Wann is a master gardener and holds a Master's degree in environmental science. He is the author of Deep Design and a co-author of the acclaimed Affluenza. He has written for Colorado Country Life magazine as well as several newspapers. He lives in a co-housing community in Golden, Colorado, where he continues to help establish a community garden and orchard.

The Black West (Revised)
A Documentary and Pictorial History of the African American Role in the Westward Expansion of the United States
William Loren Katz

Summary
This entirely new edition of a famous classic has glorious new photographs—many never before seen—as well as revised and expanded text that deepens our understanding of the vital role played by African American men and women on America's early frontiers. This revised volume includes an exciting new chapter on the Civil War and the experiences of African Americans on the western frontier. Among its fascinating accounts are those explaining how thousands of enslaved people in Arkansas, Missouri and Texas successfully escaped into the neighboring Indian Territory in Oklahoma. These runaways inspired the idea eventually adopted as the Emancipation Proclamation, which freed slaves within the states that were in rebellion. Inspired by a conversation that William Loren Katz had with Langston Hughes, The Black West presents long-neglected stories of daring pioneers like Nat Love, a.k.a. Deadwood Dick; Mary Fields, a.k.a. Stagecoach Mary; Cranford Goldsby, a.k.a. Cherokee Bill—and a host of other intrepid men and women who marched into the wilderness alongside Chief Osceola, Billy the Kid, an...

Contributor Bio
William Loren Katz is the author of 40 books, including such award-winning titles as Breaking the Chains and Black Women of the Old West. He has been a Scholar in Residence at Teachers College, Columbia University, and he has served as a consultant to the Smithsonian Institution and to school systems from California to Florida and England.
**Chiefs and Generals**  
Nine Men Who Shaped the American West  
Richard Etulain, Glenda Riley  

**Summary**  
The fifth book in the Notable Westerners Series by Etulain and Riley, *Chiefs and Generals* presents a collection of newly written essays focusing on noteworthy Indian tribal and white military leaders of the nineteenth-century West. Profiles include Red Cloud, Geronimo, Chief Joseph, Victorio, O. O. Howard, George Custer, George Crook, Ranald Mackenzie, and Nelson Miles.

**Contributor Bio**  
Glenda Riley is the Alexander M. Bracken Professor of History at Ball State University in Indiana, where she specializes in women’s history, especially women in the American West. President-elect of the Western History Association, Glenda has received many awards, including a Distinguished Fulbright and membership in the Iowa Women’s Hall of Fame. She lives in Muncie, Indiana. Professor Emeritus of History at the University of New Mexico, Richard W. Etulain specializes in the history and literature of the American West. He is the author or editor of more than 40 books. Among his recent volumes are The Hollywood West, New Mexican Lives, Cesar Chavez: A Brief Biography, and Western Lives.

---

**The Light Shines from the West**  
A Western Perspective on the Growth of America  
Robert C. Baron, Page Lambert, Daniel R Wildcat, E...  

**Summary**  
An exploration of the innovations that have shaped the American West from Jefferson’s election in 1800 to today, this groundbreaking book shines a light on the stories and places integral to the development of America. From land settlement to the politics that form with new cultures, *The Light Shines from the West* provides an insightful perspective of Western history, including innovation in business, ranching, and farming, education, politics, and medicine.

Robert C. Baron has been joined by five others in writing this important book. Contributors include Elizabeth Darby, Page Lambert, Dr. Bruce Paton, Daniel Wildcat, and Donald A. Yale..

**Contributor Bio**  
**Robert C. Baron** is a historian, scientist, and the author or contributor to 30 books. He was program manager for the Mariner 2 (Venus) and the Mariner 4 (Mars) onboard space computers. In 1971, he founded Prime Computer, which became one of the Fortune 500 largest American companies, and was its chief executive officer. He is the founder of Fulcrum Publishing, Films by Fulcrum, the International League of Conservation Writers, and the 3rd Third, an educational program for older Americans.

**Charlotte and Bob Baron** are the 2018 recipients of the Award for Distinguished Service to the Literary Community by the Authors Guild Foundation.
Pecos Bill
The Greatest Cowboy of All Time
James Cloyd Bowman, Laura Bannon

Summary
Bill was just four years old when he fell from the family wagon near the Pecos River on the western frontier. Accidentally left behind by his family, he was raised by coyotes, and he didn't realize he was human until he was an adult. When he did, Pecos Bill returned to civilization and used the superhuman powers he'd developed during his peculiar upbringing to become the best cowboy in the West.

Contributor Bio
James Cloyd Bowman was born in Ohio. After completing his graduate studies at Harvard, he taught English at Iowa State College and later became the head of the English department at Northern State Teacher's College in Michigan. He wrote many award-winning books for children, including The Adventures of Paul Bunyan. Laura Bannon was born in Michigan. She attended the Art Institute of Chicago, where she later taught in the children's art program. She wrote and illustrated over thirty books and won the Children's Reading Round Table award for her contribution to children's literature.

Ride On, Will Cody!
A Legend of the Pony Express
Caroline Starr Rose, Joe Lillington

Summary
According to legend, Will Cody (later known as America's greatest showman, Buffalo Bill) rode for the Pony Express at the age of fourteen. His most famous ride, recounted in this lyrical verse story, covered 322 miles, required 21 horses, and took over 21 hours to complete.

Contributor Bio
Caroline Starr Rose is the author of the verse novels May B. (a 2013 ALA Notable Children's Book and a Bank Street Best Children's Book of the Year), Blue Birds and the picture book Over in the Wetlands. She's taught both social studies and English in New Mexico, Florida, Virginia, and Louisiana. She currently lives in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Joe Lillington was born in London and is now based in Bristol. He is a graduate from the University College Falmouth.
Hitchin' Post and the Tornado Twistin' 4th of July Celebration
Julie Barker, Carolyn Altman

Hitchin' Post, the cowboy jackrabbit, rides again, and this time he's ready to celebrate the 4th of July! He and the 6Bs' cowboys are getting ready for the annual 6Bs' 4th of July rodeo and dance, but when a tornado almost destroys the grand 6Bs' barn, they see their celebration may not happen. Old ...

Summary
Hitchin' Post, the cowboy jackrabbit is back on the 6Bs' Ranch and ready for the annual 6Bs' 4th of July rodeo and dance! It's the biggest Independence Day celebration around, and this year it is sure to be the best because Hitch's five brothers are coming too. When a giant tornado threatens to destroy the celebration, Hitchin' Post shows that though he is little, he has the courage and determination to weather any storm. Hitchin' Post, his brothers, his pal Nick and the rest of the 6Bs' cowboys, all work together to rebuild what the tornado destroyed, making way for some big fireworks and rodeo fun! Join old Hitch and his cowboy friends for another wild riding, romping, stomping, 6Bs' Ranch adventure!

Contributor Bio
Julie Barker uses her west Texas roots to inspire the adventures of the lovable and courageous jackrabbit, Hitchin' Post. Julie was born and raised in west Texas, and now resides in Quanah, Texas, with her husband and three children. Farming and the ranching heritage have always been a part of her life, and she wants that way of life to live on through her children's books. Julie has collaborated with her mother, artist Carolyn Altman, who provided the illustrations and brought Hitchin' Post and the 6Bs' Ranch to life. Julie's debut book, "Hitchin' Post", was the gold medal winner of the 2017 Readers' Favorite Award in the children's-general genre, and has been nominated for a TopShelf Indie Book Award.

A Kid's Guide to Latino History
More than 50 Activities
Valerie Petrillo

Summary
A Kid's Guide to Latino History features more than 50 hands-on activities, games, and crafts that explore the diversity of Latino culture and teach children about the people, experiences, and events that have shaped Hispanic American history. Kids can:
* Fill Mexican cascarones for Easter
* Learn to dance the merengue from the Dominican Republic
* Write a short story using "magical realism" from Columbia
* Build Afro-Cuban Bongos
* Create a vejigante mask from Puerto Rico
* Make Guatemalan worry dolls
* Play Loteria, or Mexican bingo, and learn a little Spanish
* And much more

Did you know that the first immigrants to live in America were not the English settlers in Jamestown or the Pilgrims in Plymouth, but the Spanish? They built the first permanent American settlement in St. Augustine, Florida, in 1565. The long and colorful history of Latinos in America comes alive through learning about the missions and early settlements in Florida, New Mexico, Arizona, and California; exploring the Santa Fe Trail; discovering how the Mexican-American War resulted in the ...

Contributor Bio
Voices of the American West
Meredith Ogilby, Corinne Platt

Engaging discussions with key people about issues that shape our Western lands and identity.

Summary
"...A collection of narratives and photographs that begins a dialogue about the convergence of past, present and future in our region."—Vail Daily

This documentary-style collection of photographs and narratives profiles a wide range of prominent figures of the West as they engage in candid discussions about the region and its identity. A diverse group of visionary men and women, they may differ in politics but remain united in their belief that the West requires inspired action if it is going to endure challenges posed by political, cultural, and environmental pressures. Allowing those on each side of the issues to speak freely, this important work tackles such topics as education, recreation, immigration, ranching, alternative energy, wildlife habitat protection, oil and gas extraction, urban development, and water conservation. Exemplifying photography and journalism at its best, Voices of the American West provides a panoramic view of today's evolving West. The collection features Terry Tempest Williams, Stewart Udall, Katie Lee, Dave Foreman, and many others.

Corinne Platt

Corinne Platt is a writer living in the old mining town of Ophir, Colorado. For many years she was an English teacher at the Colorado Rocky Mountain School in Carbondale, Colorado, and is now a freelance writer and runs a lecture series in the nearby town of Telluride. Meredith Ogilby is a freelance photographer and author whose images have been published extensively in Colorado. Her book A Life Well-Rooted: Women of Colorado's Roaring Fork Valley, won the Caroline Bancroft Award for the advancement of Colorado History. She lives in Carbondale, Colorado.

Where the Tall Grass Grows
Bobby Bridger

Identifying myths of the West and the ways in which they continue to shape our views.

Summary

In this entertaining and thought-provoking book, noted historian and musician Bobby Bridger explores the impact of Native American culture on the American psyche. The book also examines the impact of indigenous American mythology on contemporary identity and the development of modern popular entertainment, particularly the Hollywood film industry.

Renowned for "A Ballad of the West," Bobby Bridger has written three books and has had a career in show business that spans the rockabilly to the cosmic cowboy scene in Austin, Texas; the flowering of folk music; and Broadway theater. His multifaceted talents have found expression in singing, acting, writing, painting, and sculpting.

Contributor Bio

Bobby Bridger: Renowned for "A Ballad of the West," his epic trilogy about the American West from the era of mountain man Jim Bridger to the closing of the frontier, Bobby Bridger has had a career in show business that spans the rockabilly to "Music City, USA" era in Nashville, the cosmic cowboy scene in Austin, the flowering of folk music, and even Broadway theater. His multifaceted talents have found expression in singing, acting, writing, painting, and sculpting.
Riding the Outlaw Trail  
(2nd Edition)

An Eye Classic

Simon Casson, Richard Adamson, Sir Ranulph Fiennes

Summary

Two men retrace the notorious pair's footsteps, covering thousands of miles of hazardous country on horseback and discovering how little has changed from the saddle in the last 100 years

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, the last of the legendary outlaws, were captured on daguerreotype, romanced in fiction, and immortalized on film by Paul Newman and Robert Redford. Simon Casson sets out on horseback to retrace the real-life footsteps of his boyhood heroes, covering 2,000 miles of the country's toughest and most treacherous terrain. Steeped in the lore of the Old West but lacking desert and mountain survival skills, Simon recruits ex-marine commando Richard Adamson. Together they grapple with hostile landscape, climatic extremes, vital supply shortages, and enormous personality clashes. Battling from one outlaw hideout to another and following trails sometimes only accessible by horseback, they are constantly taxed to the limit. In this dramatic account of their adventure, Simon and Richard also encapsulate the exciting and violent lives of the Wild Bunch 100 years ago, and provid...

Contributor Bio

Simon Casson is a Western historian and a founding partner in a travel business. Sir Ranulph Fiennes is the author of Race to Race.

Living in the Runaway West

Partisan Views from Writers on the Range

High Country News, Timothy Egan

Summary

In Living in the Runaway West, the editors of the feisty, award-winning western newspaper High Country News gather an eclectic and gutsy group of westerners, the regionally syndicated Writers on the Range, to tackle the issues of the day.
The Best of the Southwest
The Canyonlands Travel Guide for a One Week(or Two Weeks) Trip of a Lifetime
Steve Carr

I worked for 15 years for the U.S. Forest Service on the North Rim of the Grand Canyon and spent almost every weekend exploring the wonders of the American Southwest. My last trip was in the summer of 2017, to check and verify each recommendation in this book. This is the second book in the best of ...  

Summary
I worked for 15 years for the U.S. Forest Service on the North Rim of the Grand Canyon and spent almost every weekend exploring the wonders of the American Southwest. My last trip was in the summer of 2017, to check and verify each recommendation in this book. This guide book is the second in a series called the "Best of the Southwest", and it is divided into two parts, featuring a 7-day and a 14-day trip out of the hub city of Salt Lake City, Utah. It covers a rather loosely defined geographical area of Eastern Utah that I call Canyonlands, and I will unlock the secrets of this magical part of America. Your journey will take you to wonderful places with exotic names: Flaming Gorge; Dinosaur National Monument; The Wedge and Buckhorn Wash area of the San Rafael River; Arches National Park; Moab; Canyonlands National Park; the Abajo and Manti-LaSal Mountains; unique Mormon towns like Monticello, Blanding, and Bluff; the San Juan River and Mexican Hat; the Goosenecks; the Moki Dugway; Muley Twist; Cedar Mesa and Grand Gulch; Natural Bridges and the infamous Bears Ears; White Canyon; the ...

Contributor Bio
Steve Carr is retired and lives with his lovely wife Inna along the Chesapeake Bay in historic Annapolis, MD. He was the trails planner for the Maryland Department of Natural Resources for many years, working on developing, promoting and maintaining land trails throughout the state of Maryland. Steve also leads unique, and very entertaining walking tours around the ancient Colonial City of Annapolis through his company "FREE! Annapolis Walking Tours". http://www.bystevecarr.com/free-annapolis-walking-tours/ Over the last twenty years, Steve has managed many successful Annapolis and state political campaigns while implementing a wide range of environmental projects throughout the Annapolis area. Steve is a leading expert on local government issues, lecturing throughout the Chesapeake Bay region on a wide variety of topics. Steve is a captivating public speaker and is in much demand. For those interested in booking a speaking engagement, Steve can be

From Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains
Major Stephen Long's Expedition, 1819-1820
Maxine Benson

Summary
An illustrated account of the first western expedition of naturalists, topographers, and artists.
Road of Her Own
Women's Journeys in the West
Marlene Blessing

Summary
Women's true stories of discovery, loss, adventure, and more--all played out in the vast reaches of the American West.

Contributor Bio
A lifelong westerner, Marlene Blessing is a published poet, essayist, and cookbook author with a love of travel.

American Birding Association Field Guide to Birds of Arizona
Rick Wright, Brian E. Small

Summary
Southeastern Arizona is a mecca for birders, famous among enthusiasts worldwide for its sky island mountains and its desert vistas—and for the rare birds that inhabit them. What is less well known is that the rest of our vast state, from the cool plateaus of the Four Corners to the blazing flats of the Colorado River, is equally rich: With more than 550 bird species on the official state list, Arizona—all of Arizona—offers birders, residents and visitors alike, an experience virtually unmatched anywhere else in the US. This new book will guide both novice and experienced birders to help identify the amazing diversity of bird life in the Sunset State. Crisp color photographs of birds in nature, authoritative text from an expert birder, and a handy portable trim size all combine to bring nature lovers a useful and beautiful guide to Arizona's most common birds.

Contributor Bio
Rick Wright leads birding and birds-and-art tours for Victor Emanuel Nature Tours. A widely published writer and popular lecturer on subjects from sparrow identification to French hummingbird collectors, Wright spent nine years living and birding in Tucson with his wife, Alison Beringer. They now live in northern New Jersey—when, that is, they and their chocolate lab, Gellert, are unable to get away to their beloved southeast Arizona. Brian E. Small has been a full-time professional bird and nature photographer for more than 25 years. He served as the Photo Editor for the American Birding Association’s membership magazine Birding for the past 15 years. Brian grew up in Los Angeles, graduated from U.C.L.A. in 1982 and still lives there today with his wife Ana, daughter Nicole and son Tyler.
**Spectacular Golf Arizona**
Panache Partners, LLC

**Summary**
The most scenic golf courses in the southwestern United States are presented through 100 vivid photographs and descriptive editorial. The golf courses are not only picturesque but are also challenging, interesting, and have a detailed history. Readers will learn about signature holes at courses new and historic, urban and rural, while learning how to enjoy their games to the fullest. Some of the courses featured include The Boulders Club, Emerald Canyon Golf Course, Grayhawk Golf Club, Las Sendas Golf Club, Mesa Country Club, Phoenix Country Club, Troon North Golf Club, and Wildfire Golf Club.

**Contributor Bio**
Panache Partners, LLC is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in developing upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior design, golf, wine, art, event planning, and travel.

---

**Arizona Getaways for the Incurably Romantic (2nd Edition)**
45 Sensational Destinations for Lovers
Pamela Swartz

**Summary**
From identifying inspirational sites throughout Arizona to analyzing what each location has to offer, this guide provides sage advice for planning the perfect romantic escape. Insider's looks at 45 sites pair a wealth of information with an entertaining romance quiz to help travelers figure out the stops best suited to their individual tastes. Surveying a wide array of accommodations—B&Bs, cabins, inns, lodges, ranches, and resorts—this guide answers questions such as What's the ambience like? Which are the most romantic rooms? What's the best time of year to visit? and What amenities does the property offer? Features include at-a-glance charts that allows readers to quickly compare the characteristics of each property along with tips on gift ideas, packing, dining, travel, and of course, romance.

**Contributor Bio**
Pam Swartz is a columnist for Phoenix Bride and Groom and Tucson Bride and Groom. She is a founding partner of BookStudio, a publishing consulting firm and book packager. She lives in Scottsdale, Arizona.
Dine Out Phoenix (Including Scottsdale)  (2nd Edition)
Where to Eat from Chic to Unique
Pamela Swartz

Summary
Surveying more than 250 restaurants, this insider's guide covers dining spots that suit any mood, budget, occasion, or location within Phoenix, Scottsdale, and the surrounding Valley. The user-friendly resource is designed to be as easy to use by those who are searching for a restaurant by name as those who have a type of cuisine or geographic location in mind. The first section contains an alphabetical listing of more than 250 Valley restaurants that details each restaurant's cuisine, ambiance, distinctive characteristics, and special offerings. Vital statistics—such as the region, address, phone number, website, meals served and price range, days closed, and whether or not reservations are needed—are clearly noted along with the signature insider's tips that identify what makes the place a personal favorite. For those craving a great Asian meal or wanting to cozy up to a fireplace, those looking for a place close by or one that's a bit of a drive, the second part of the book presents a plethora of easy-to-navigate indexed lists organized according to location, cuisine, and features...

Contributor Bio
Pamela Swartz is the author of Arizona Getaways for the Incurably Romantic and a guest columnist for Phoenix Bride & Groom and Tucson Bride & Groom magazines. Her work has also appeared in The Arizona Republic, Los Angeles magazine, and Texas Monthly. She is the creator of Dine Out with The Chefs: A Celebration of the Culinary Arts—an annual benefit for the Scottsdale Center for the Performing Arts—and the creator and host of the monthly dinner series Dine Out with Pam Swartz. She is a founder of Cloud Nine Press, and a member of the Board of Arizona Women in Food and Wine and SCCARTS Inner Circle. She lives in Scottsdale, Arizona.

Game Day: Arizona State Football
The Greatest Games, Players, Coaches and Teams in the Glorious Tradition of Sun Devil Football
Athlon Sports, Jeff Van Raaphorst

Summary
Whether rediscovering the best team moments or initiating into the traditions of Sun Devil fandom, this book about Arizona State University's football team is both a useful resource and cherishable memorabilia. Packed with anecdotes from key figures, explanations about the beginnings of rivalries and traditions, detailed histories about the greatest players and moments in the school's history, lists of the most successful seasons, recaps of the most exciting games ever played, and year-by-year statistics, this collector's book is the primary resource for anyone eager to be an expert regarding anything about the Sun Devils.

Contributor Bio
Athlon Sports is a publisher of preseason, single-title sports annuals, covering professional and college athletics and distributed throughout North America and Europe. Founded in 1967, they are now the largest sports magazine in the United States and have won Publisher of the Year, Magazine of the Year, and an Emmy Award. They are based primarily in Nashville, Tennessee. Jeff Van Raaphorst is a former quarterback for the Arizona State University Sun Devils who led the team to the PAC-10 championship and the 1987 Rose Bowl win, in which he was named Rose Bowl Player of the Game.
**100 Things Cardinals Fans Should Know and Do Before They Die**

Kent Somers, Larry Fitzgerald

**Summary**

*100 Things Cardinals Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die* is the ultimate resources guide for true fans of the Arizona Cardinals. Whether you’re a die-hard booster from the days of Jake Plummer or a new supporter of Carson Palmer, these are the 100 things all fans need to know and do in their lifetime. It contains every essential piece of Cardinals knowledge and trivia, as well as must-do activities, and ranks them all from 1 to 100, providing an entertaining and easy-to-follow checklist as you progress on your way to fan superstardom.

**Contributor Bio**

**Kent Somers** covers the Arizona Cardinals and NFL for the *Arizona Republic* and AZCentral sports. He has covered the Cardinals since 1994. He lives in Glendale, Arizona. A nine-time Pro Bowler, **Larry Fitzgerald** has played for the Cardinals since 2004. He lives in Phoenix, Arizona.

---

**Diamondbacks Essential**

Everything You Need to Know to Be a Real Fan!

Steven Travers, Andy Dorf

**Summary**

A one-stop record containing everything Diamondback fans want to know about their favorite baseball team, this resource is packed with anecdotes, history, explanations of traditions, statistics, trivia, and photos.

**Contributor Bio**

**Steven Travers** is a sports historian and sportswriter who is the bestselling author of numerous books—including *One Night, Two Teams and Barry Bonds*—and has also written for *StreetZebra* magazine, the *San Francisco Examiner*, and the *Los Angeles Times*. He is a former professional baseball player with Major League Baseball teams the St. Louis Cardinals and the Oakland Athletics. He lives in San Anselmo, California. **Andy Dorf** is the host of *Dorf on Sports* on KFXN 1100 in Phoenix, Arizona.
100 Things Arizona Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die
Anthony Gimino, Steve Rivera, Lute Olson

Summary
Whether you’re a die-hard booster from the Lute Olson era or a new supporter of Sean Miller, this is the ultimate resource guide for true fans of the Arizona Wildcats. Authors Steve Rivera and Anthony Gimino have collected every essential piece of Wildcats knowledge and trivia—from how many players the Wildcats have had selected in the NBA draft, the program’s longest-tenured coach, and the former players who have had their numbers retired—and pair it with must-do activities, and rank them all, from one to 100. Providing an entertaining and easy-to-follow checklist for diehard fans, these are the 100 things all Wildcat supporters need to know and do in their lifetime.

Contributor Bio
Anthony Gimino has covered University of Arizona athletics for more than two decades, including as a football beat reporter for the Arizona Daily Star and the sports columnist at the Tucson Citizen. He is a senior editor for Lindy's College Football Annuals and contributes to FoxSportsArizona.com among several other media outlets. Steve Rivera is a longtime sports writer who covered the University of Arizona basketball team for more than 20 years for the Tucson Citizen. He is the author of The Arizona Basketball Vault, The Arizona National Championship Book, Tales from the Arizona Hardwood, and Tales from the Arizona Locker Room and he has contributed to Basketball Times, SI.com, and numerous sports magazines. Lute Olson was the head coach of the University of Arizona men’s basketball team for 25 years where he won a NCAA Championship in 1997. They all live in Tucson, Arizona.

Colorado's Legendary Lovers
Historic Scandals, Hearthrobs, and Haunting Romances
Rosemary Fetter

Summary
This collection of 28 vignettes of famous lovebirds from Colorado’s past includes such incendiary historical characters as Baby Doe and Horace Tabor, Molly Dorsey and Byron Sanford, and Cort Thompson and Mattie Silks. The couples were chosen because of their impact on the state’s evolution and their propensity for drama. These real-life charactes include pioneers, adventurers, gamblers, silver barons, and madams.
Western Voices
125 Years of Colorado Writing
Steve Grinstead, Ben Fogelberg

Summary
This compilation of essays features outstanding writing by the best and best-known authors published by the Colorado Historical Society over the course of its history.

Durango
A Novel
Gary Hart

A contemporary novel filled with scandal, controversy, and suspense, set in the small Southwest town of Durango, Colorado.

Summary
With a contemporary Western flavor and plenty of intrigue and suspense, Gary Hart's latest novel Durango brings readers into the world of the small southwest Colorado town as the close-knit community is rocked by scandal and controversy. As a drawn-out battle for water rights looms over the town, one of Durango's most eminent citizens, stoic former politician Daniel Sheridan, is implicated in a shocking transgression, forcing him to clear his name and resolve the contention that has weighed upon his hometown for decades. Drawing on the classic themes of loyalty, honor, redemption, and the land, Durango presents an unforgettable saga of the American west.

Gary Hart has been and continues to be one of America's great public servants for almost four decades, from his role in the 1972 McGovern campaign to his years as a visionary senator, from his leadership on national security matters before and after 9/11 to his contributions as a respected statesman on various issues. He is the author of several books, including The Thunder and the Sunshine: Four Seasons in a Burnished Life, as well as…

Contributor Bio
Gary Hart has been and continues to be one of America's great public servants for almost four decades, from his role in the 1972 McGovern campaign to his years as a visionary senator, from his leadership on national security matters before and after 9/11 to his contributions as a respected statesman on various issues. He is the author of several books, including The Thunder and the Sunshine: Four Seasons in a Burnished Life, as well as two novels published under the pseudonym John Blackthorn. Hart lives in Denver, Colorado.
Eating Up the Santa Fe Trail
Recipes and Lore from the Old West
Samuel P. Arnold

**Summary**
Journey with renowned food historian Sam Arnold, owner of The Fort, Colorado's historic restaurant, as he re-creates the food and drink of the frontier West.

**Contributor Bio**
Perhaps the American West's best-known chef, restaurateur, and food historian, Samuel P. Arnold has contributed to, and has been featured in, a number of publications and television programs, including Bon Appetit, Gourmet, the New York Times, Newsday, and The Today Show. Sam also produced and hosted a TV series about foods of the early West.

---

A Ditch in Time
The City, the West and Water
Patricia Nelson Limerick, Jason L. Hanson

A study of water and its unique role and history in the West, as well as in the nation.

**Summary**
Tracing the origins and growth of the Denver Water Department, this study of water and its unique role and history in the West, as well as in the nation, raises questions about the complex relationship among cities, suburbs, and rural areas, allowing us to consider this precious resource and its past, present, and future with both optimism and realism.

**Contributor Bio**
Patricia Nelson Limerick is the faculty director and board chair of the Center of the American West at Colorado University, where she is also a professor of history and environmental studies. She has received a MacArthur Fellowship and a number of other awards and honors. She currently serves as the vice president for the Teaching Division of the American Historical Association. Her most widely read book, The Legacy of Conquest, is in its twenty-fifth year of publication. Jason L. Hanson is a member of the research faculty at the Center of the American West at the University of Colorado at Boulder, where his work focuses on natural resource use and the environment. He lives in Denver.
Rich People Behaving Badly
Dick Kreck

Summary
Take a trip back in time to revel in the scandal, murders, infidelities, financial misdeeds, and just plain bad behavior from Colorado’s past.
Public respectability does not always translate into tidy private lives, and our interest in the naughty behavior of the rich and famous will never be satisfied. Former Denver Post reporter Dick Kreck takes us back through Colorado’s history to show that the foibles of people—rich or poor—remain the same. Included are socialites such as Louise Sneed Hill, who created and ruled over Denver’s "Sacred 36" circle of society; Jane Tomberlin, who met and fell in love with a "prince" in an elevator at the Brown Palace Hotel; Irene Nolan, who cavorted late into the night with her family priest; and prominent Denver clubman Courtland Dines, who was wounded during a frolic with two silent-screen stars in his Hollywood apartment.

Contributor Bio
Dick Kreck retired from the Denver Post after thirty-eight years as an editor and columnist. He previously worked at the San Francisco Examiner and the Los Angeles Times. He is the author of six other books, including Murder at the Brown Palace: A True Story of Seduction and Betrayal and Smaldone: The Untold Story of an American Crime Family. He lives in Denver, Colorado.

The New Eldorado
The Story of Colorado's Gold and Silver Rushes
Phyllis Flanders Dorset

The classic overview of Colorado's gold and silver rushes. Forty years of boom and bust.

Summary
For forty years they flooded Colorado—gold diggers, silver miners, outlaws, gamblers, and pioneers—looking for another Golden Fleece. Colorado comes alive in this classic overview of the gold and silver rushes, where fortunes were won and lost. Phyllis Flanders Dorset has re-created a lusty frontier scenario of one of the most exciting chapters in American history. Crammed with colorful characters and unforgettable incidents, The New Eldorado races through lawless, thrilling, turn-of-the-century Colorado with the fascination of a novel and fidelity of scholarly history.

Phyllis Flanders Dorset is a freelance technical editor and the author of Historic Ships Afloat.

Contributor Bio
The Lost Aztiki Tribe and the Mysterious Cave of Gold
Edward Loffredo

Summary
Never heard of a Buffarillo? Why, it's a creature that's half-gorilla, half-buffalo, and all hero. In "The Lost Aztiki Tribe and the Mysterious Cave of Gold," Bob and his merry band of adventurers learn of an ancient lost tribe, a missing princess, and a legendary cave filled with unimaginable treasures. That's more than enough to start them off on a journey across the Western plains, but what they will find is not at all what they expect.

Contributor Bio
Edward Loffredo was born in New York City. He went into the Air Force at age 18, and his first station was in Cheyenne, Wyoming---imagine moving to Cheyenne after only knowing New York City! Ed's friends back in New York did not know that people in Wyoming drove cars, had electricity, watched TV, and such. So Ed, being the type of person that he is, started telling tall tales, and Bob the Buffarillo was born. Every time he went back to New York, the people there expected more stories, and the saga continues to this day. Ed spent twenty years in the Air Force and retired, but then he was bored, so he took the test for the Post Office and spent twenty years working there. He is finally in official retirement and can indulge full-time his passions, which are writing, singing karaoke, and acting. He is now doing all three in Denver, Colorado.

The Blueprint
How the Democrats Won Colorado (and Why Republicans Everywhere Should Care)
Adam Schrage, Rob Witwer

Summary
The inside story of one of the most stunning reversals of political fortune in American history, featuring 2010 election epilogue.

Contributor Bio
Adam Schrage covers politics for KUSA-TV, the NBC affiliate in Denver, Colorado. In more than 15 years in the business, he has won numerous broadcast journalism accolades, including more than a dozen Emmy awards. He is the author of The Principled Politician: Governor Ralph Carr and the Fight against Japanese American Internment. He teaches an introductory class on broadcast journalism at the University of Denver. Rob Witwer is a former member of the Colorado House of Representatives. He has successfully managed six local campaigns and has served as legal counsel to the Colorado Republican party, the governor of Colorado, and several legislative, congressional, and gubernatorial candidates. Witwer practices law in Denver and lives in Golden with his wife and four sons.
Ancient Denvers
Scenes from the Past 300 Million Years of the Colorado Front Range
Kirk Johnson, Jan Vriesen, Gary Stabb, Donna Bragi...

Summary
A look at how the geology, environment, and landscape of what is now Denver has changed over the millennia.

Contributor Bio
Kirk R. Johnson is the Sant Director of the Smithsonian's National Museum of Natural History. He received his PhD in geology and paleobotany from Yale University in 1989, and did postdoctoral research in the rainforests of northern Australia before joining the Denver Museum of Natural History in 1991, where he directed the installation of the museum's Prehistoric Journey exhibit. His research focuses on fossil plants, the environmental effects of the dinosaur-smiting asteroid, and the birth and death of biomes. Johnson lives in Washington, D. C.

100 Best Flies for Colorado Trout
Thomas R. Pero, Ted Fauceglia

Summary
Outlining the dozens of traditional and innovative trout flies specifically designed for Colorado's lakes and rivers, this guidebook features superb photographs and accessible instructions, making it an ideal companion for any fly-fishing enthusiast. With authentic advice from six notable fly designers and knowledgeable anglers, this authoritative resource covers all types of bait—from dry flies, nymphs, and streamers to midges, terrestrials, scuds, and sow bugs.

Contributor Bio
Thomas R. Pero is an avid fly fisherman and a former award-winning editor of Trout magazine. He served as founding editor of Fish & Fly and Wild Steelhead & Atlantic Salmon. He lives in Mill Creek, Washington. Ted Fauceglia is a freelance photographer and writer. His work has been featured in American Angler, Field & Stream, and Montana Outdoors. He lives in Sharpsville, Pennsylvania.
**Spectacular Golf of Colorado**  
*An Exclusive Collection of Great Golf Holes in Colorado*  
Panache Partners, LLC, Jack Nicklaus

**Summary**

From Denver and its suburbs to the tops of the Rockies, this luscious guide provides a captivating look at Colorado’s best golf courses. Holes from more than 40 different courses throughout the state—including the Denver Country Club, Keystone Ranch, and Haymaker in Steamboat Springs—are illustrated with breathtaking photographs. Brief passages detail the yardage and layout of each hole and provide tips on avoiding obstacles while approaching the green. With contact information for every course provided, this is a must-have for the golf enthusiast.

**Contributor Bio**

Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in developing upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior design, golf, wine, art, event planning, and travel.  
Jack Nicklaus is a legend in the world of professional golf and has personally designed more than 200 golf courses.

---

**Colorado's Thirteeners** *(2nd Edition)*  
*From Hikes to Climbs*  
Gerry Roach, Jennifer Roach

**Summary**

Although climbing Colorado’s 14,000-foot peaks has become increasingly popular in recent years for both state natives and visitors, many of the best climbs in the state are actually 13,000-foot peaks. With an even mix of hikes, scrambles, and climbs, as well as an average of almost four routes per peak, there is something for everyone in Colorado’s Thirteeners. This book includes accurate and user-friendly information on 59 major peaks in six mountain ranges; 202 routes on the major peaks; 71 routes on 71 additional peaks; 96 trailheads with detailed driving directions; distance, elevation gain, difficulty scale and effort rating for each route; and full-color, annotated illustrations.

**Contributor Bio**

Gerry Roach has climbed in dozens of states and countries, including 28 Alaskan expeditions, 10 Andean expeditions, and seven Himalayan expeditions. After climbing Mt. Everest in 1983, he became the second person to climb the highest peak on each of the seven continents. He lives in Montrose, Colorado, with his wife and climbing partner, Jennifer Roach. Jennifer Roach is an expert on Colorado’s mountains, who has climbed all of its Fourteeners, Thirteeners, and most of the Twelvers. She has led many Colorado Mountain Club and is also a coauthor with Gerry of *Colorado’s Lost Creek Wilderness*.

**Previous Editions**

Colorado's Thirteeners 13800 to 13999 FT - 5/1/2001 $19.95 9781555914196
Hell on Wheels
Wicked Towns Along the Union Pacific Railroad
Dick Kreck, David F Halass

The Wild West was more than cowboys; it was also the raucous and unfettered railroad settlements that followed the tracks.

Summary
Overnight settlements, better known as "Hell on Wheels," sprang up as the transcontinental railroad crossed Nebraska and Wyoming. They brought opportunity not only for legitimate business but also for gamblers, land speculators, prostitutes, and thugs. Dick Kreck tells their stories along with the heroic individuals who managed, finally, to create permanent towns in the interior West.

Contributor Bio
Dick Kreck retired from the Denver Post after thirty-eight years as an editor and columnist. He previously worked at the San Francisco Examiner and the Los Angeles Times. He is the author of four other books, and lives in Denver, Colorado.

Canine Colorado (3rd Edition)
Where to Go and What to Do with Your Dog
Cindy Hirschfeld

The best selling guide to dog-friendly activities throughout the state. Over 50,000 copies sold.

Summary
This best-selling guide, now revised and updated, covers dog-friendly trails, activities, and accommodations throughout Colorado. Both residents and visitors will appreciate the detailed information on dog-oriented excursions, leash laws and trail etiquette, doggie daycare services, vet info, and specialty pet boutiques.

Contributor Bio
Cindy Hirschfeld is a freelance writer and editor, specializing in outdoor activities and travel, for publications including Skiing magazine, Backcountry magazine, and The Denver Post. She and her golden retriever, Clover, live in Aspen, Colorado, where they hike, run, bike, ski, and climb together.
Oddball Colorado
A Guide to Some Really Strange Places
Jerome Pohlen

Summary
A high-altitude alligator farm. A U.F.O watchtower. A monument to a headless chicken. While other travel guides tell you about tackling Pike’s Peak, skiing the back bowls, or rafting down the Arkansas River, this quirky regional resource offers unusual travel destinations and little-known historical tidbits. Imagine regaling coworkers with unique Rocky Mountain adventures, like spending an evening at a drive-in movie . . . in a queen-sized bed, or visiting a vapor cave clad only in a towel. How about seeing a two-headed dragon made of car parts, or watching cliff divers while eating Mexican food?

Contributor Bio
Jerome Pohlen is the author of Oddball Illinois, Oddball Wisconsin, and Oddball Indiana. He is a regular travel commentator for 848 on WBEZ, the Chicago affiliate of National Public Radio. He lives in Chicago.

Colorado Guide (5th Edition)
Fifth Edition, Updated
Bruce Caughey, Dean Winstanley

The most complete guide to what to see and do in Colorado.

Summary
The Colorado Guide is and always has been the bible of what to see and do in Colorado. For the past ten years and a quarter of a million copies sold, Bruce Caughey and Dean Winstanley, both fourth-generation Coloradans, have captured the spirit of the state in the most comprehensive guidebook available. It captures all the best places from Aspen to Denver to Grand Junction and Colorado Springs, providing an indispensable resource for the day, weekend, and vacation traveler in Colorado.

Contributor Bio
A fourth-generation Colorado, Bruce Caughey has had a lifelong interest in the state. These days, he can be found hiking, fishing, skiing, and biking in the mountains of Colorado or spending time at his family’s cabin near Deckers. A fourth-generation Coloradan, Dean Winstanley spent his early years piling into the family’s International Travelall for family trips to explore all corners of his beautiful state. Through these early family adventures, Winstanley gained a true love and appreciation for the unique natural beauty, history, and archeology of Colorado.
**Colorado's Best** *(2nd Edition)*  
The Essential Guide to Favorite Places  
Bruce Caughey, Doug Whitehead

Here is the best that Colorado has to offer for residents and visitors alike.

**Summary**  
Completely redesigned and updated, *Colorado's Best* is still the only guide visitors and residents of the state will need to find the best that Colorado has to offer. New to this edition are expert picks, where some of Colorado's most colorful characters will guide you to their favorite places: Eric Warner, Lead Dog (a.k.a. Brewmaster) for Flying Dog Brewery, signs off on his favorite microbrews, and world-class mountaineer Gerry Roach will let you in on the secret of his favorite Colorado climbs. This edition also contains expanded information for the Western Slope and southern Colorado.

**Contributor Bio**  
A fourth-generation Coloradan, Bruce Caughey has had a lifelong interest in the state. These days, he can be found hiking, fishing, skiing, and biking in the mountains of Colorado or spending time at his family's cabin near Deckers. Doug Whitehead is the writer and producer of the award-winning program Colorado Getaways, for KCNC-TV Channel 4 in Denver. Both he and co-author Bruce Caughey have two young daughters, the four of whom have helped their fathers explore, recreate, and rate many of the Colorado adventures in this book.

---

**Colorado's Indian Peaks, 2nd Ed.** *(2nd Edition)*  
Classic Hikes and Climb  
Gerry Roach

**Summary**  
In this concise and fully updated guidebook, Gerry Roach shares his firsthand knowledge and experience, offering us a chance to explore some of Colorado's finest mountain trails.

**Contributor Bio**  
Gerry Roach started climbing in Colorado in 1955. Among his numerous accomplishments, Gerry is the second person ever to climb the highest peak on each of the seven continents. In more than 50 years of mountaineering, he has climbed in dozens of states and countries.
Colorado's Lost Creek Wilderness
Classic Summit Hikes
Gerry Roach

Summary
Now, in Colorado's Lost Creek Wilderness: Classic Summit Hikes, Gerry Roach, one of the world's most renowned mountaineers and an authority on Colorado's fourteeners, and Jennifer Roach, an expert on the Lost Creek Wilderness, provide outdoor enthusiasts with the first-ever hiking guide to this beautiful area. The hikes in this guide all lead to the summit of peaks, and the summit hikes vary in difficulty from short romps to all-day efforts. The highest summits in the Lost Creek Wilderness rise only a few hundred feet above treeline, but the summit plateaus are special places. You can hike for hours through tree-filled meadows that eventually burst upon a private universe far above roads and cities.

Contributor Bio
Gerry Roach started climbing in Colorado in 1955. Among his numerous accomplishments, Gerry is the second person ever to climb the highest peak on each of the seven continents. In more than 50 years of mountaineering, he has climbed in dozens of states and countries. Jennifer Roach is an expert on Colorado's mountains. She has climbed Colorado's 500 highest peaks and is close to finishing all of Colorado's thirteeners. She has climbed Colorado's mountains for 20 years and knows all about places most of us have never heard of.

Rocky Mountain Walks
Gary Ferguson

Summary
Far from being just another "where to go" guide, Rocky Mountain Walks is the next best thing to heading down the trail with a naturalist at your side.

Contributor Bio
Gary Ferguson is a freelance writer whose travel and outdoor recreation articles have appeared in many national magazines including Field & Stream, Outside, and Sierra. He is the author of ten books. He lives in Red Lodge, Montana, with his wife, Jane.
Snowshoeing Colorado (3rd Edition)
Claire Walter

Summary
Award-winning trail guide to Colorado's hottest winter sport revised and updated.

Contributor Bio
Award-winning author Claire Walter has written books about skiing, snowshoeing and Colorado's vibrant culinary scene for Fulcrum. Honors include two Lowell Thomas Awards from Colorado Ski Country USA, CSCUSA's Freelance Writer of the Year Award, three Society of American Travel Writers awards, and others.

Art of Celebration Colorado
Inspiration and Ideas from Top Event Professionals
Panache Partners, LLC, Sharon Magness Blake

Summary
Filled with hundreds of vivid photographs of glitzy galas and other exciting private, corporate, and charity events, Art of Celebration Colorado & the Rocky Mountains features more than 40 events designed by highly esteemed and internationally recognized professionals. Fascinating captions reveal how the ambience and design were achieved, and well-written profiles introduce the region's savviest event professionals, from big-picture planners to those responsible for every last detail, including invitations, flowers, lighting, fixtures and furniture, entertainment, photography, and more. The hardcover volume will invigorate, inspire, and inform those planning their next elegant gathering as well as those who simply relish the irresistible chance to go behind the scenes of a great party.

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company that specializes in developing upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior design, golf, wine, art, event planning, and travel. They are based in Plano, Texas. Sharon Magness Blake is a philanthropist, the president of the Thunder Foundation, and a partner in Epicurean Catering. She currently serves on the boards of the University of Colorado Hospital Foundation, the Garth Brooks Teammates for Kids Foundation, and the National Western Stock Show. She lives in Denver, Colorado.
Great Road Rides Denver
Jay P.K. Kenney

Twenty-five fantastic road rides for creative cyclists in and around Denver.

Summary
Metro Denver is one of the great road-biking areas in America. This guide shows riders how to link the best streets and bike lanes with dedicated trails to create truly interesting rides that take you along rivers and creeks, through the best park system in the country, and to the foothills where the plains meet the Rockies.

Jay P. K. Kenney is an avid outdoorsman and road biker who thought, during the gas crisis of 2008, that it seemed crazy to drive someplace to ride when Denver offers numerous possibilities to the curious cyclist.

Contributor Bio
Jay P. K. Kennedy is a lawyer and an avid outdoorsman and road biker. Among other pursuits, he has worked as a private investigator, a public defender, and a Colorado Supreme Court prosecutor of lawyers. He is also a kayaking guide, telemark skiing instructor, and a cartographer. He lives in Denver.

100 Things Avalanche Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die
Adrian Dater, Joe Sakic

Summary
Most Colorado Avalanche fans have attended a game at the Pepsi Center, seen highlights of a young Joe Sakic, and were thrilled by the team's run to the Stanley Cup in its inaugural season in Denver. But only real fans know how many players have had their numbers retired or why the team's name isn't the Rocky Mountain Extreme. 100 Things Avalanche Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die is the ultimate resource guide for true fans of Colorado hockey. Whether you're a die-hard fan from the days of Marc Crawford and Patrick Roy or a new supporter of Gabriel Landeskog and Matt Duchene, this book contains everything Avalanche fans should know, see, and do.

Contributor Bio
Adrian Dater covered the Colorado Avalanche for 20 years for The Denver Post, before moving on to become the lead NHL columnist of Bleacher Report. Dater, who started out at the Concord Monitor was also a lead NHL writer for Sports Illustrated from 2011-13. He is the author of seven books. He lives in Thornton, Colorado. Joe Sakic led the Colorado Avalanche to Stanley Cup titles in 1996 and 2001. The team's long-time captain won the Conn Smythe Trophy in 1996, the Art Ross Trophy in 2001, and was inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame in 2012. His number was retired by the Avalanche in 2009. He is currently the team's executive vice president of hockey operations. He lives in Colorado.
Patrick Roy
Winning. Nothing Else.
Michel Roy

Summary
Reveals the man behind the mask—the triumphs and failures of one of the greatest goaltenders in the history of hockey

In the early 1970s, a young Patrick Roy laced up his hockey skates for the very first time, like thousands of other kids. More than 30 years later, his indomitable will to win and his focus on being the very best brought him four Stanley Cups, three Conn Smythe trophies, three Vezina trophies, and many more individual honors. An incredible hockey talent who was instrumental in changing the very art of goaltending, Roy's success was driven as much by determination and perseverance as by talent. Patrick Roy: Winning, Nothing Else brings to life Roy's phenomenal career and unmasks his more mysterious personal side. Michel Roy, the father of this great sports legend, reveals what makes Patrick tick, taking us behind the scenes and into the family life of one of the greatest goaltenders of all time.

Contributor Bio
Michel Roy is the father of Patrick Roy. He had a distinguished career with the Quebec government until 1996, holding several senior management positions for more than 26 years, including Deputy Minister of Tourism, Deputy Minister of Communications, and the Quebec government's representative in Chicago for 12 midwest states. He is also an accomplished jazz musician and composer, and is currently chair of Telefilm Canada. He lives in West-Bolton, Quebec.

100 Things Broncos Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die
Brian Howell

Summary
This updated version of 100 Things Broncos Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die is the ultimate resource guide for true fans of Broncos football. Whether you're a die-hard fan from the days of Dan Reeves and Steve Atwater or a new supporter of Gary Kubiak and Peyton Manning, this book contains everything Broncos fans should know, see, and do in their lifetime.

Contributor Bio
Brian Howell has been a sportswriter in the Denver area since 1993 and has written for newspapers that include the Boulder Daily Camera and Longmont Times-Call. He is the author of several books about the Colorado Rockies, the Denver Broncos, and the Denver Nuggets. He lives in Frederick, Colorado.
The Good, the Bad, & the Ugly: Denver Broncos
Heart-Pounding, Jaw-Dropping, and Gut-Wrenching Moments from Denver Broncos History
Adrian Dater, Jim Turner

Summary
Genuine fans take the best team moments with the less than great, and know that the games that are best forgotten make the good moments truly shine. This monumental book of the Denver Broncos documents all the best moments and personalities in the history of the team, but also unMASKS the regrettably awful and the unflinchingly ugly. In entertaining—and unsparing—fashion, this book sparkles with Broncos highlights and lowlights, from wonderful and wacky memories to the famous and infamous. Such moments include “Orange Monday” and the breathtaking play of John Elway, as well as the string of humbling losses in the Super Bowl and the disastrous early years, where four wins was a good season. Whether providing fond memories, goose bumps, or laughs, this portrait of the team is sure to appeal to the fan who has been through it all.

Contributor Bio
Adrian Dater has been a sportswriter with the Denver Post for over two decades. He is the author of four other sports books, and has also written for magazines ranging from ESPN The Magazine to Sports Illustrated. He lives in Thornton, Colorado. Jim Turner is a former professional placekicker with the New York Jets and the Denver Broncos of the National Football League. He was part of the victorious Jets team of Super Bowl III and is a member of the Denver Broncos Ring of Fame. He lives in Arvada, Colorado.

100 Things Rockies Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die
Adrian Dater

Summary
Most Rockies fans have taken in the action from the purple row at Coors Field, and followed every moment of the team's exhilarating run to the 2007 World Series. But only real fans know the full rollercoaster story of how the Major Leagues finally came to the Mile High City, or all the best spots in LoDo to hit up before and after games. 100 Things Rockies Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die is the ultimate resource for true fans of the Rockies. Whether you're a die-hard devotee from the team's inception in 1993 or have been drawn in more recently by the dazzling play of Nolan Arenado, these are the 100 things all fans need to know and do in their lifetime. In this revised and updated edition, author Adrian Dater has collected every essential piece of Rockies knowledge and trivia, as well as must-do activities, and ranks them all from 1 to 100, providing an entertaining and easy-to-follow checklist as you progress on your way to fan superstardom.

Contributor Bio
Adrian Dater is a writer for Bleacher Report and BSNDenver.com. His work has also appeared in the Denver Post, ESPN the Magazine, Sports Illustrated, and other outlets. He lives in Thornton, Colorado.
If These Walls Could Talk: Colorado Rockies
Stories from the Colorado Rockies Dugout, Locker Room, and Press Box
Drew Goodman, Benjamin Hochman, Bud Black

Summary
The man on the mic for countless memorable moments from Larry Walker, Todd Helton, Nolan Arenado, and more, Drew Goodman has lived and breathed Rockies baseball as the team’s longtime television broadcaster. In *If These Walls Could Talk: Colorado Rockies*, Goodman provides insight into the Rockies’ inner sanctum as only he can. Featuring conversations with players past and present as well as off-the-wall anecdotes, this indispensable volume is your ticket to mile high history.

Contributor Bio
Drew Goodman is the television play-by-play announcer for the Colorado Rockies, a position he has held since 2002. He has also served as a broadcaster for the Denver Nuggets, Denver Broncos, Colorado Avalanche, and more. In 2016, he was awarded his 13th "Colorado Sportscaster of the Year" honor from the National Association of Sportscasters and Sportswriters. Benjamin Hochman is an award-winning sports columnist for the *St. Louis Post-Dispatch*. He has previously written for the *Denver Post* and the *New Orleans Times-Picayune*. He is the author of *The Big 50: St. Louis Cardinals* and coauthor of *Fourth and New Orleans: How Tulane Football Survived the Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina*. Bud Black has been the manager of the Colorado Rockies since 2017.

A Magical Season
Colorado’s Incredible 2007 Championship Season
The Denver Post

Summary
Relive the historic 2007 Major League Baseball season as the Colorado Rockies put together one of the most amazing hot streaks in baseball history to reach their first World Series ever.

Contributor Bio
The *Denver Post* is a daily newspaper published in Denver, Colorado, since 1892.
After a Time
Laurie Salzler

Summary
In the late 1800’s, teenager Mayme Watson boards a train bound for Eagle Rock, Idaho. Disillusioned by her parents and completely alone, she finds a place to stay and a job to support herself. When Mayme discovers that most of the girls in town are just biding their time until they can marry, her heart calls for a change. She embarks on an adventure to overcome her feelings of failure by disguising herself as a boy and getting hired on as a post rider for the United States Postal Service. Follow along with Mayme on her often dangerous journeys as she discovers that waiting for the future is not as fulfilling as setting out to find it.

Contributor Bio
Laurie Salzler holds a degree in Natural Resources Conservation and Outdoor Recreation. She has worked with animals (wild and domesticated) her entire life, including in the veterinary field and equine industry at training and breeding facilities in New York, Pennsylvania, and Michigan. She is an avid outdoor enthusiast and enjoys horseback riding, hiking, snowshoeing, bird-watching, and photography. She currently lives in Australia.

Mexican Craving
Ben Milbourne

Summary
Mexican food—it is one of the oldest cuisines, yet one on the newest trends. It is the perfect food for sharing, is packed full of flavor and healthy. Benjamin Milbourne, seen on the TV show

Contributor Bio
Ben Milbourne started his career on the TV show Masterchef. His food style is simple—take ingredients and recipes that will bring people together, combine them in a way that is interesting but achievable. And above all cook it because you love it. You have to fall in love with the process, the process of discovering the ingredients, developing the idea, creating the dish, sharing the flavor.
**Tacos**

*Authentic Mexican Tacos The Playa Takeria Way*

Ricardo Amare del Castillo

**Summary**

Enjoy tacos the authentic way; full of the freshest ingredients and bursting with the taste of South America.

Recipes sourced from the heart of Mexico show you how to create the fillings, sauces, and tortillas which make store-bought tacos look dull and tasteless by comparison.

There are mouthwatering recipes for delicious beef, chicken, seafood and vegetarian tacos.

With vibrant pictures and quick and easy recipes, TACOS will inspire you to create amazing tacos dishes the authentic Mexican way.

**Contributor Bio**

Ricardo Amare del Castillo was a passionate Mexican boy who left home in his 20s and went on to become a restauranteur and a representative of modern Mexico half way around the world.

Coming from one of the oldest civilizations on the planet, Ricardo has followed his passion to establish restaurants that recreate authentic Mexican experiences.

He has helped develop various Mexican restaurants but still wants to fulfill his dream of opening taquerias and restaurants across various countries, to make the Taco famous around the world.

---

**Mexican Authentic Cooking**

Lori Horton

**Summary**

*Hola Amigos! Welcome to authentic Mexican cuisine!*

Take your taste buds on a trip to Mexico as you flip through the pages and cook up a storm with Mexicali Rose!

From Guacamole to Cream of Jalapeño Soup, Tortillas to Tex Mex Style Beef Tacos and Burrito Marimba to Veracruz Style Snapper, make restaurant-quality Mexican with ease and a lot of fun!

Cook up a banquet with a wide range of salads, sauces, sides and desserts, including Mousse de Tequila, Apple Enchiladas and Churros with Hot Chocolate Sauce.

Quench your thirst from the warmth and spices with one of Mexicali Rose’s many beverages—Tequila Sunrises, Sangrias or Frozen Lemon, Strawberry and Passionfruit Margaritas are all on the menu!

**Contributor Bio**

Lori Horton grew up with mexican culture and food being a big part of her life.

Lori’s parents own a few mexican restaurants and this is where Lori’s love of mexican food and culture evolved.

In this beautifully illustrated book Lori shares with us her passion and knowledge of mexican cuisine.
**Pablos Kitchen**

*Secrets of Latin American Cuisine*
David Michaels

**Summary**

Pablo’s Kitchen brings the authentic tastes of Mexican and Latin cuisine into your home with festive flair. All the Latin classics are here with traditional recipes with a modern touch.

Colombian born chef David Michaels shares stories and recipes that date back hundreds of years.

Taking recipes from his mother, his grandmother and his great grandmother, David has developed and recreated these delicious Latino dishes for the tables of today.

**Contributor Bio**

David Michaels is a Colombian born son of 3; after traveling to Bolivia he decided he needed a career to grow into and chasing an early career of becoming a Chef has led him to over 28 countries, living in 5 and learning the cultures of different foods. After his worldwide experiences he decided to put together his own Latino fast food business introducing healthy, fast food known as *Pablo’s Kitchen*. After an early start *Pablo’s Kitchen* took off and adapted to the online delivery and catering business. This brand has introduced Latino favorites like empanadas, Arepas, Ceviche and tacos to the masses.

Working in England, Spain and parts of Latin America, David collected effective ways of cooking honest food in an organised fashion while putting a big focus on Mexican and Colombian street food.

Latin food wasn’t easy to find outside of South America so David thought it was time to introduce Latin American style fast food to the bigger world via online platforms and word of mouth.

---

**The Road to Mexico**

*120 Vibrant Recipes from California and Mexico*
Rick Stein

**Summary**

Rick Stein brings his unrivaled enthusiasm and trusted expertise to the fresh, flavorful food of Mexico and California. No one better captures the food essence of a country and brings the best recipes into our kitchens like Rick. Starting in San Francisco and Baja California, and working his way down to the southernmost tip of Mexico, Rick Stein cooks, eats and experiences Mexican food at its very best and most diverse. Whether it’s the farmers’ markets of California, full of sourdough bread, new season garlic and a profusion of citrus fruit; the prawns, snapper and tuna of the Pacific or the glorious street food and colorful markets of Mexico with their avocados, chillies, tomatillos, cheese and corn, this is a part of the world packed with natural, healthy and satisfying ingredients. Showcasing Rick’s authentic style, with recipes like Ensenada Fish Tacos with Chilli; Deep Fried Coconut Prawns; and Slow Cooked Pork Tacos; this cookbook will encourage anyone to try out the bold food of these sunshine states. Includes metric measures.

**Contributor Bio**

**Rick Stein** is a chef, restaurateur, television host, and author. His other titles include *Rick Stein’s Far Eastern Odyssey*, *Rick Stein’s French Odyssey*, and *Rick Stein’s Seafood*, which won the coveted James Beard Foundation Cookbook of the Year Award.
**Tamales, Comadres, and the Meaning of Civilization**

Ellen Riojas Clark, Carmen Tafolla

**Summary**

This culinary history unwraps the extensive culture surrounding the tamale, bringing together writers, artists, journalists, and Texas’ regional leaders to honor this traditional Latin American dish. It is filled with family stories, recipes, and artwork, and also celebrates tamaladas—the large family gatherings where women prepare the tamales for the Christmas festivities. Humorous and colorful, this collection reveals the importance of community and good food.

**Contributor Bio**

Ellen Riojas Clark is a professor of bicultural bilingual studies at the University of Texas–San Antonio and the coauthor of Las Dos Abuelas. She is the recipient of the La Prensa Outstanding Women in Action Award and is an inductee into the San Antonio Women’s Hall of Fame. Carmen Tafolla is a professor at the University of Texas–San Antonio and the author of more than 15 books, including The Holy Tortilla and a Pot of Beans and What Can You Do with a Paleta? She is the recipient of various awards, including the 2010 Américas Award, two International Latino Book Awards, and the Tomás Rivera Mexican-American Book Award. They live in San Antonio, Texas.

---

**Native American Modernism**

Art from North America

Peter Bolz, Viola König

**Summary**

Revealing a distinct modernism in North American art, this catalog focuses on the creativity of its Native American population, highlighting for the first time the extensive collection in Berlin’s Ethnological Museum. Ranging from the 1970s to the present, it traces the historical development of modern Native American art up to 1962, when the Institute of American Indian Arts was founded in Santa Fe, New Mexico. A detailed compilation of statements from Native American artists, renowned art historians, critics, and curators is featured, summarizing the North American perspective on the subject. Topics such as cultural self-determination and Native American involvement in World War II are addressed, and a chronicle of the important milestones in modern Native American art, detailed artist biographies, and a list of works on exhibit are also included.

**Contributor Bio**

Peter Bolz is the curator at the Ethnological Museum in Berlin. Viola König is the director of the Ethnological Museum in Berlin.
**Arising**  
Kevin Locke

**Summary**  
Kevin Locke is a member of the Lakota tribe and a renowned hoop dancer, flutist, and storyteller. Spending time in Alaska, New Mexico, and South Dakota in his youth, Kevin saw firsthand the inspirational and tireless efforts of his mother, Patricia Locke, to empower native communities, and he began to immerse himself in Lakota customs. In what would prove to be a pivotal moment in Kevin’s life, he learned the hoop dance for which he is most well known, and which he would travel the world performing. Kevin’s stunning performances have offered audiences in every corner of the globe a glimpse of Lakota culture—reinforcing cultural and spiritual connections between people of all backgrounds. Throughout the pages of *Arising*, Kevin brings his international travels to life in colorful detail; reflects on the significance of his Bahá’í Faith; recounts his experiences with his mother, a recipient of the MacArthur Genius Award; and shares his understanding of Lakota belief and culture. The result is a beautiful book full of engaging stories and a deep spirituality that will touch the hearts of...

**Contributor Bio**  
**Kevin Locke** (Tokáheya Inajin in Lakota translation, meaning "First to Rise") has been a member of the Bahá’í Faith since 1979 and is a world famous visionary Hoop Dancer, preeminent player of the Indigenous Northern Plains flute, traditional storyteller, cultural ambassador, recording artist, and educator. Kevin is Lakota and Anishnabe. His special joy is working with children on the reservations to ensure the survival and growth of indigenous culture.

---

**The Hank Adams Reader**  
An Exemplary Native Activist and the Unleashing of Indigenous Sovereignty  
David Wilkins

In his own words, the political legacy of Hank Adams.

**Summary**  
Vine Deloria once said that Hank Adams was the most important Native American in the country. From his treaty rights work to his mediation of disputes between AIM and the US government in the 1970s, Adams shaped modern Native activism. For the first time, Adams’ writings are collected, evidencing his unparalleled role in Indian affairs and beyond.

**Contributor Bio**  
Professor **David E. Wilkins** holds the McKnight Presidential Professorship in American Indian Studies at the University of Minnesota. He has adjunct appointments in Political Science, Law, and American Studies. He received his Ph.D. in political science from the University of North Carolina/Chapel Hill in 1990. Wilkins’ research and teaching interests include indigenous politics and governance, federal Indian policy and law, comparative politics, and diplomacy and constitutional development.
Every Day Is a Good Day
Reflections by Contemporary Indigenous Women
Wilma Mankiller, Gloria Steinem

A rare and often intimate glimpse into the lives of Native women who face each day positively.

Summary
A rare and often intimate glimpse at the resilience and perseverance of Native women who face each day positively and see the richness in their lives.

Contributor Bio
Wilma Mankiller was an author, activist, and former principal chief of the Cherokee Nation. Her roots were planted deep in the rural community Mankiller Flats in Adair County, Oklahoma, where she spent most of her life. She has been honored with many awards, including the Presidential Medal of Freedom, and has received honorary degrees from such esteemed institutions as Yale University, Dartmouth College, and Smith College. Wilma Mankiller died in 2010 after a long battle with cancer. Contributors include: Linda Aranayo, Muscogee Creek (physician) Mary and Carrie Dann, Western Shoshone (traditionalists) Angela Gonzales, Hopi (professor) Joy Harjo, Muscogee Creek/Cherokee (poet/musician) LaDonna Harris, Comanche (warrior) Sarah James, Neé’Tsai Gwich’in (human rights activist) Debra LaFountaine, Ojibway (environmentalist) Rosalie Little Thunder, Lakota (Lakota linguist/artist) Lurline Wailana McGregor, Native Hawaiian (television producer) Beatrice Medicine, Lakota (anthropologist) Ella Mulford, Navajo (biologist) Jaune Quick-to-See Smith, Salish Flathead (artist) Audrey Shenandoah, O...

Promises of the Past
A History of Indian Education
David H. DeJong
Navajo and the Animal People
Native American Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Ethnozoology
Steve Pavlik, William B Tsosie

A fascinating insight into the Navajo tribe's spiritual relationship with carnivorous animals.

Summary
This text examines the traditional Navajo relationship to the natural world. Specifically, how the tribe once related to the Animal People, and particularly a category of animals, which they collectively referred to as the 'naatí' eetsoh - the "ones who hunt." These animals, like Native Americans, were once viewed as impediments to progress requiring extermination.

Contributor Bio
Steve Pavlik taught Native American Studies and Native Environmental Science at Northwest Indian College, Bellingham, Washington, and had over thirty-five years of teaching experience in the field of American Indian education. Mr. Pavlik held a MA in American Indian Studies and a M. Ed. in American History from the University of Arizona. He authored or edited four books including Destroying Dogma: Vine Deloria, Jr. and His Influence on American Society (edited with Daniel R. Wildcat) and over 70 other published articles, essays, and reviews. His academic specialty areas include Native American religion and spirituality, ethnozoology, cognitive ethology, and environmental ethics. William B. Tsosie Jr. is an orthodox Navajo traditionalist and resides in the Navajo Reservation of the Four Corners region. He is an enrolled Navajo Nation tribal member and is married to Janice Catherine (Sun Clan) of Jemez Pueblo and has a daughter, son, and five grandchildren. He has Bachelor of Arts degree in Anthropology and Southwest Studies from Fort Lewis College in Durango, Colorado and his Associate...
The Sea of Grass
A Family Tale from the American Heartland
Walter R Echo-Hawk

Summary
This historical fiction novel is inspired by real people and events that were shaped by the land, animals, and plants of the Central Plains and by the long sweep of Indigenous history in the grasslands. Major events are presented from a Pawnee perspective to capture the outlook of the Echo-Hawk ancestors. The oral tradition from ten generations of Echo-Hawk’s family tell the stories of the spiritual side of Native life, and give voice to the rich culture and cosmology of the Pawnee Nation.

Contributor Bio
Author, attorney and legal scholar Walter Echo-Hawk (www.walterrechohawk.com) is a Pawnee Indian who practices law in Oklahoma. He was the inaugural “Walter R. Echo-Hawk Distinguished Visiting Scholar” at Lewis & Clark Law School for 2015. He authored In The Light Of Justice: The Rise of Human Rights in Native America and the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2013); In the Courts of the Conqueror: The 10 Worst Indian Law Cases Ever Decided (2010); and Battlefields and Burial Grounds (1994).

Song for the Horse Nation
Horses in Native American Cultures
National Museum of the American Indian, Emil Her M...

Summary
The tradition of horses in Native American culture, depicted through images, essays, and quotes. For many Native Americans, each animal and bird that surrounded them was part of a nation of its own, and none was more vital to both survival and culture than the horse.

Contributor Bio
The National Museum of the American Indian is part of the Smithsonian Institution and speaks on diverse subjects, including native artistic traditions. Emil Her Many Horses (Oglala Lakota) is an associate curator at the National Museum of the American Indian and the lead curator for Our Universes, one of the museum’s four inaugural exhibitions. Her Many Horses lives in Washington, D.C. George Horse Capture (A’anin) grew up on the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation in north-central Montana. He worked for the National Museum of the American Indian for 11 years, most recently as the senior counselor to the director. He retired in 2005, returning to Fort Belknap with his wife, Kay-Karol Horse Capture.
More Than Moccasins
A Kid's Activity Guide to Traditional North American Indian Life
Laurie Carlson

Summary
Kids discover traditions and skills from the people who first settled this continent, including gardening, making useful pottery, and communicating through Navajo codes.

Contributor Bio
Laurie Carlson is the author of Colonial Kids, Westward Ho!, Green Thumbs, and Kids Camp! She has taught preschool, primary grades, and children’s art classes. She lives in Cheney, Washington.

A Kid's Guide to Native American History
More than 50 Activities
Yvonne Wakim Dennis, Arlene Hirschfelder

Summary
Hands-on activities, games, and crafts introduce children to the diversity of Native American cultures and teach them about the people, experiences, and events that have helped shape America, past and present. Nine geographical areas cover a variety of communities like the Mohawk in the Northeast, Ojibway in the Midwest, Shoshone in the Great Basin, Apache in the Southwest, Yupik in Alaska, and Native Hawaiians, among others. Lives of historical and contemporary notable individuals like Chief Joseph and Maria Tallchief are featured, and the book is packed with a variety of topics like first encounters with Europeans, Indian removal, Mohawk sky walkers, and Navajo code talkers. Readers travel Native America through activities that highlight the arts, games, food, clothing, and unique celebrations, language, and life ways of various nations. Kids can make Haudensaunee corn husk dolls, play Washoe stone jacks, design Inupiat sun goggles, or create a Hawaiian Ma'o-hauhele bag. A time line, glossary, and recommendations for Web sites, books, movies, and museums round out this multicultura...

Contributor Bio
Yvonne Wakim Dennis is the outreach director for Nitchen, Inc., a support agency for indigenous families, and the Nitchen Children's Museum of Native America. She is the coauthor of Native Americans Today with Arlene Hirschfelder. Arlene Hirschfelder is the author of numerous books on Native Americans, including Native Americans: A History in Pictures and Rising Voices: The Writings of Young Native Americans. She has been a consultant for the Smithsonian's National Museum of the American Indian.
Native American History for Kids
With 21 Activities
Karen Bush Gibson

Summary
As the first Americans, hundreds of indigenous bands and nations already lived in North America when European explorers first set out to conquer an inhabited land. This book captures the early history of these complex societies and their 500-year struggle to survive against all odds from war, displacement, broken treaties, and boarding schools. Not only a history of tribal nations, Native American History for Kids also includes profiles of famous Native Americans and their many contributions, from early leaders to superstar athlete Jim Thorpe, dancer Maria Tallchief, astronaut John Herrington, author Sherman Alexie, actor Wes Studi, and more.

Readers will also learn about Indian culture through hands-on activities, such as planting a Three Sisters garden (corn, squash, and beans), making beef jerky in a low-temperature oven, weaving a basket out of folded newspaper strips, deciphering a World War II Navajo Code Talker message, and playing Ball-and-Triangle, a game popular with Penobscot children. And before they are finished, readers will be inspired to know that the histo...

Contributor Bio
Karen Bush Gibson is the author of eight books on Native American culture, including The Arapaho, The Pawnee, The Chickasaw, and Plank Houses.

Native American Games and Stories
Joseph Bruchac, James Bruchac

Summary
Provides young readers with Native American stories and games that both educate and entertain.

Contributor Bio
Joseph Bruchac, coauthor of The Keepers of the Earth series, is a nationally acclaimed Native American storyteller and writer who has authored more than 70 books of fiction, nonfiction, and poetry for adults and children. He lives in upstate New York. James Bruchac is a renowned storyteller, author, and accomplished tracker. He is the director of the Ndakinna Wilderness Project and teaches in numerous schools throughout the Capital Region.
**Red Prophet**  
The Punishing Intellectualism of Vine Deloria, Jr.  
David E. Wilkins

**Summary**  
In the face of looming, tumultuous global change, *Red Prophet: The Punishing Intellectualism of Vine Deloria Jr.* is a guide for those venturing into Vine's work in search of answers and solutions to Indigenous and non-Indigenous politics, ecology, and organization.

David E. Wilkins's insights, based on his personal relationship with Deloria, document the sacred life and legacy of "one of the most important religious thinkers of the twentieth century" (*TIME*). A must-read for any deep examination of Indigenous legal, religious, social, and philosophical tactics.

**Contributor Bio**  
**David E. Wilkins** is a citizen of the Lumbee Nation and holds the McKnight Presidential Professorship in American Indian Studies at the University of Minnesota. Wilkins is the author or editor of a number of books, including *Dismembered: Native Disenrollment and the Battle for Human Rights*. His articles have appeared in a range of social science, law, history, and ethnic studies journals.

---

**Spirit and Reason**  
The Vine Deloria, Jr. Reader  
Vine Deloria, Jr., Sam Scinta, Kristen Foehner

**Summary**  
*Spirit & Reason* is a collection of the works of one of the most important thinkers of the twentieth century—Vine Deloria, Jr. Author of such classics as *Red Earth, White Lies*, and *God is Red*, Deloria takes readers on a momentous journey through Indian country and beyond by exploring some of the most important issues of the past three decades. The essays gathered here are wide-ranging and essential and include representative pieces from some of Deloria's most influential books, some of his lesser-known articles, and ten new pieces written especially for *Spirit & Reason*.

Tellingly, in the course of reviewing his body of work, Deloria found much that he had written in the past remained current and compelling because "people have not made much progress in resolving issues." Whether disputing theories of religion and science, examining the problems of modern education, or expounding on our understanding of the world, Deloria consistently urges readers toward an intimate connection with the world in which we live. For those familiar with Deloria's works as well as those discovering him for ...

**Contributor Bio**  
**Vine Deloria Jr.,** is a leading Native American scholar whose research writings, and teaching have encompassed history, law, religious studies, and political science. He is the former executive director of the National Congress of American Indians. Named by *Time* magazine as one of the eleven greatest religious thinkers of the twentieth century, he is the author of numerous acclaimed books, including *God is Red, Custer Died for Your Sins, Power and Place*, and *Red Earth, White Lies*. Mr. Deloria lives in Golden, Colorado.

**Sam Scinta** is president and publisher of Fulcrum Publishing and the creator of Fulcrum’s best-selling Speaker’s Corner series on contemporary political affairs.
Frónteras: Dibujando las vidas fronterizas
Steven P. Schneider, Reefka Schneider, Norma E. Cantú

Summary
Featuring 25 drawings in charcoal, conte crayons, and pastels, this handbook pairs portraits of people who live and work along the U.S.–Mexico border with bilingual poems that have been inspired by each of the drawings. A testimony to the people of the Rio Grande Valley, these drawings and poems capture their spirit, their quest for happiness, and their struggles to overcome economic hardship. This remarkable book highlights characters such as the "young street musician," the "six-year-old street vendor," and the "wise woman with rings." Compassionate and aesthetically compelling, this record raises awareness about social and cultural issues associated with border life, such as education, literacy, and poverty, and fosters cross-cultural understanding.

Contributor Bio
Steven P. Schneider is a poet, a writer, and a professor in the department of English at the University of Texas–Pan American. His poetry has been published in national and international journals, including American Life in Poetry, Critical Quarterly, Literary Review, Prairie Schooner, and Tikkun. He is the author of A. R. Ammons and the Poetics of Widening Scope, Prairie Air Show, and Unexpected Guests and the editor of Complexities of Motion: New Essays on A. R. Ammons's Long Poems. He is the recipient of an Anna Davidson Rosenberg Award for Poetry and a Nebraska Arts Council Fellowship. Reefka Schneider is one of the foremost artists of the Rio Grande Valley region in South Texas. She is represented by Nuevo Santander Gallery, and her artwork has been exhibited at the Art Center for the Islands, the International Museum of Art and Science, Northwest Vista College, the Rockport Center for the Arts, and the University of Texas–Pan American. They live in McAllen, Texas. Norma E. Cantú is a professor of English at the University of Texas–San Antonio and the author or coauthor of seven...

Chasing Fenn's Treasure
One Woman's Insight into Forrest Fenn and His Poem
Cynthia Meachum

Summary
In 2010 former Santa Fe art gallery owner Forrest Fenn published his Memoirs in a book that contained a cryptic poem, that if deciphered correctly could lead a person to a treasure chest filled with gold nuggets, coins, and gems worth over a million dollars. Fenn says he hid the bronze chest full of loot somewhere in the Rocky Mountains north of Santa Fe in 2009 or 2010, and Cynthia has been searching in northern New Mexico for the elusive trove since January of 2013. This book contains some of Cynthia's favorite Fenn treasure search stories punctuated with color photos so the reader can vicariously join her and her Weimaraner dogs Emma and Molly as they travel from their home in Rio Rancho, NM to places like the Rio Grande Gorge, the Jemez Mountains, Taos, and the sleepy old-Western ski town of Red River. In addition, for the reader who may be interested in solving the poem and putting his or her own boots-on-the ground to search for the treasure chest, this book can be used as a guide to get a new searcher started. Included are four pages of Forrest Fenn quotes that may help decipher...

Contributor Bio
As a kid growing up in rural central Pennsylvania, I enjoyed the adventure of the great outdoors, camping with my family, reading mystery books, and solving puzzles, riddles, and logic problems. Most of my adult career was spent as an engineer in the semi-conductor business. My vacations consisted of traveling to the Rocky Mountains where I skied and backpacked. At age 40, my partner and dogs and I left Florida where I started my career in the semi-conductor business and moved to Albuquerque, New Mexico, where I continued to work until early retirement at age 61. I had been searching for Forrest Fenn's treasure in northern New Mexico for a couple years when time permitted but retirement gave me the time needed to search much more frequently; thus, as of summer 2017, I have been out looking for Fenn's treasure chest over 100 times. I often wrote a story about the day's search and often sent them to Forrest in an email or to Dal Neitzel to post on his blog The Thrill of the Chase. A couple years ago Forrest encouraged me to put my stories into a book. This book includes some of my favo...
Culinary New Mexico
The Ultimate Food Lover's Guide
Sally Moore

Summary
This travel guide covers everything and anything food-related in New Mexico, including gourmet groceries, cooking schools, farmers markets, food festivals, wineries, and restaurants. Recipes from the state's top chefs are also included. The book is organized by major cities and regions and includes additional resources. The history and cultural heritage of food in New Mexico through the fusion of Mexican, Spanish, and Native American cuisines is also discussed.

Contributor Bio
Sally Moore was born in Buffalo, New York, but the first time she saw the hard, proud deserts, the evergreen mountains bathed in light, and the golden glow of the pueblos, she knew she must live there. Ms Moore has lived in Albuquerque, New Mexico, for ten years now and proudly writes about the state’s treasures.

Chronicles of Old Las Vegas
Exposing Sin City's High-Stakes History
James Roman

Summary
Discover one of America's most fascinating cities through 30 dramatic true stories spanning Las Vegas's 150-year history. James Roman takes readers on a tour through the glamorous and sometimes sordid history of Las Vegas and explains how a railroad town transformed itself into "the Entertainment Capital of the World." Essays explore the major historic events from the founding of Sin City and the building of the Hoover Dam to the rise of the Rat Pack at the Sands and the establishment of the Mafia-controlled casinos. Also included are intriguing tales of Vegas celebrities from Frank Sinatra and Liberace to Siegfried and Roy, as well as numerous historical photos and full-color maps.

Contributor Bio
James Roman is the author of Chronicles of Old Los Angeles and Chronicles of Old New York and served as editorial contributor to New York Living magazine for six years. He contributes regularly to publications that document emerging technology, and he appeared on the HBO television series Six Feet Under. He lives in Los Angeles.
**Answer Them Nothing**  
*Bringing Down the Polygamous Empire of Warren Jeffs*  
Debra Weyermann

**Summary**  
The compelling story of the struggle by law enforcement and activists to dismantle the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (FLDS) is finally told. In 1953, when police raided the Short Creek compound of the FLDS, it soon became a political and publicity nightmare eventually costing the governor of Arizona his job. Thus began 50 years of skittish public officials turning a blind eye to heinous offenses such as child abandonment, kidnapping, statutory rape, and incest, as well as massive tax and welfare fraud. Warren Jeffs became the new FLDS prophet and president in 2002, and anti-FLDS activists watched in horror as he used his boundless authority and the resources of a tax-supported community to devastate thousands of lives on cruel whims. This exposé presents a detailed, chilling account of how a hostile, destructive group can manipulate the U.S. judicial system. It is a mesmerizing journey into one of the United States's darkest corners, a story that stretches over three states and deep into the history of the powerful Mormon Church.

**Contributor Bio**  
*Debra Weyermann* was an award-winning journalist who wrote for numerous publications, including the *Arizona Daily Star*, the *Denver Post*, *Harper's*, and the *Santa Barbara News-Press*.

---

**Born to Glory**  
*The Vegas Golden Knights' Historic Inaugural Season*  
Las Vegas Sun

**Summary**  
The Vegas Golden Knights' astonishing run to the Stanley Cup Final in their inaugural season captured the attention of hockey fans everywhere in 2018. Powered by breakout performances from William Karlsson and Jonathan Marchessault, veteran leadership from Deryk Engelland and the cornerstone presence of goaltender Marc-Andre Fleury, Gerard Gallant's team wasted no time putting down roots in the Nevada desert. In their rise from band of misfits to title contenders, the Golden Knights galvanized a new fan base, united a grieving community, and rewrote history to their liking. Packed with insight, analysis and vivid full-color photography from the *Las Vegas Sun*, this commemorative keepsake takes fans on a journey for the ages, from the expansion draft to the Pacific Division title and beyond, capturing the Golden Knights' memorable series wins over the Los Angeles Kings, San Jose Sharks, Winnipeg Jets and more.

**Contributor Bio**  
The Pulitzer Prize-winning *Las Vegas Sun* is locally owned by the Greenspun family and has been a separate voice in the community since 1950. It provides local news, sports, commentary and analysis on what matters in Southern Nevada.
The Utes Must Go!
American Expansion and the Removal of a People
Peter R. Decker

Summary
Tracing three centuries of Ute Indian history, "The Utes Must Go!" chronicles the policies and incidents that led to the involuntary removal of the Ute Indians from Colorado, New Mexico, and Wyoming.

The Utah Guide, 3rd Ed. (3rd Edition)
Alan Kent Powell

Summary
This reliable guide shows travelers hundreds of things to see and do throughout Utah.

Contributor Bio
Allan Kent Powell is historian and public history coordinator with the Utah State Historical Society. He is the author of 6 books and teaches at Westminster College in Salt Lake City, where he and his wife live.
100 Things BYU Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die
Jeff Call, Ty Detmer

Summary
This guide is the ultimate resource for true fans of the BYU Cougars. Whether you were there for the 1984 championship season or cheered along with Jimmermania, these are the 100 things every fan needs to know and do in their lifetime. Cougars beat writer Jeff Call has collected every essential piece of BYU knowledge and trivia, as well as must-do activities, and ranks them all from 1 to 100, providing an entertaining and easy-to-follow checklist as you progress on your way to fan superstardom.

Contributor Bio
Jeff Call is a sportswriter for the Deseret News. He is the BYU beat writer and has been covering Cougar sports since 1993, when he served as sports editor at the Daily Universe. Call has written several other books, including Mormonville, Rolling With the Tide, and Cougarmania. He and his wife, CherRon, have six sons and live in Cedar Hills, Utah. Ty Detmer won the Heisman Trophy in 1990 while playing quarterback for Brigham Young University. He played 14 seasons in the NFL and has been the offensive coordinator at BYU since 2015.

What It Means to Be a Cougar
LaVell Edwards, Bronco Mendenhall and BYU's Greatest Players
Duff Tittle, LaVell Edwards, Bronco Mendenhall

Summary
Taking a decade-by-decade approach to the Brigham Young University football tradition, this collection brings together over 40 stories from the most outstanding voices of the program. The spirit of Cougars football is not captured by just one phrase, one season, or one particular game; instead, the student-athletes and coaches who made the magic happen over the decades blend their experiences to capture the true essence of their beloved school. BYU fans will relish the intimate stories told by the figures they have come to cherish.

Contributor Bio
Duff Tittle is the associate athletic director of communications for Brigham Young University. He has formerly held positions as the athletic publications director, as well as a media relations director at BYU–Hawaii and the director of communications with the American Junior Golf Association. LaVell Edwards is the former head football coach for Brigham Young University. He has received numerous awards for his coaching, has been inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame, and the BYU football stadium was renamed in his honor. Bronco Mendenhall is the head coach of the Brigham Young University football team. He has formerly held various coaching positions at universities that include Oregon State and Northern Arizona. With BYU, he has led the team to multiple winning bowl games. They all live in Provo, Utah.
100 Things Jazz Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die
Jody Genessy, Frank Layden

Summary
With traditions, records, and lore, this lively, detailed book explores the personalities, events, and facts every Jazz fan should know. It contains crucial information such as important dates, behind-the-scenes tales, memorable moments, and outstanding achievements by players like John Stockton, Karl Malone, Mehmet Okur, and Adrian Dantley. Whether you're a lifelong supporter from the early days in Salt Lake City or a more recent fan, this is the ultimate resource guide for all Jazz faithful.

Contributor Bio
Jody Genessy is an award-winning journalist who covers the Utah Jazz for the Deseret News in Salt Lake City, Utah. He has been with the paper since 1995, writing about everything from high school and college sports to Olympic hockey. This is his first book.

Frank Layden is a former head coach and general manager with the Jazz organization. He resides in Salt Lake City, Utah.

100 Things Utes Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die
Patrick Sheltra

Summary
With traditions, records, and Utes lore, this lively, detailed book explores the personalities, events, and facts every Utah fan should know. It contains crucial information such as important dates, player nicknames, memorable moments, and outstanding achievements by singular players. This guide to all things Utes covers the incredible 2009 Sugar Bowl win against Alabama, Utah’s remarkable entry into the Pac-10, and hiking up to Block U.

Contributor Bio
Patrick Sheltra is a University of Utah fan who formerly worked at the Daily Utah Chronicle, where he started his career in print journalism. He has worked as a sports reporter and editor for newspapers in California and Kansas.
**Ancient Wyoming**

A Dozen Lost Worlds Based on the Geology of the Bighorn Basin

Kirk Johnson, Will Clyde

**Summary**

Sponsored by a grant from the National Science Foundation to the Denver Museum of Natural History. Ever wondered what the ground below you was like millions of years ago? Merging paleontology, geology, and artistry, *Ancient Wyoming* illustrates scenes from the distant past and provides fascinating details on the flora and fauna of the past 300 million years. The book provides a unique look at Wyoming, both as it is today and as it was throughout ancient history—at times a vast ocean, a lush rain forest, and a mountain prairie.

**Contributor Bio**

**Kirk Johnson** is the Sant Director of the Smithsonian's National Museum of Natural History. He received his PhD in geology and paleobotany from Yale University in 1989, and did postdoctoral research in the rainforests of northern Australia before joining the Denver Museum of Natural History in 1991, where he directed the installation of the museum's Prehistoric Journey exhibit. Johnson also hosts the three-part NOVA series *Making North America*, airing on PBS networks in November 2015. Johnson is the author of many books, including *Ancient Denvers, Cruisin' the Fossil Freeway*, and *Prehistoric Journey*. His research focuses on fossil plants, the environmental effects of the dinosaur-smiting asteroid, and the birth and death of biomes. Johnson lives in Washington, DC. **Will Clyde** is a Professor of Geology in the Department of Earth Sciences at the University of New Hampshire. His teaching and research focuses on paleontology and Earth history. In particular, he is interested in understanding the relationship between climate change and mammalian evolution during the Paleogene period of Eart...

---

**Through Early Yellowstone**

Adventuring by Bicycle, Covered Wagon, Foot, Horseback, and Skis

Janet Chapple, Ray Stannard Baker, Lee H. Whittles...

**Summary**

Honorable Mention, 2016 Foreword Indies Award in Travel

An anthology of entertaining accounts of travel through Yellowstone, this book takes readers back to 1871, before it was a tourist destination, through the time when autos were allowed into the park. The adventurers include an intrepid mother who posted the sign “Park or Bust” on her family's covered wagon, a strong cyclist and a hiker who traversed the whole park for fun, an expert guide on skis, and a New York horsewoman who presented park management with a plan for an interconnected circuit of bridle trails. Along with numerous historical photos and artwork, the book features a color gallery of watercolor paintings by Thomas Henry Thomas from 1884 and have never been seen outside of Wales.

**Contributor Bio**

**Janet Chapple** is a Montana native whose parents once worked at Old Faithful Inn, the historic lodge in Yellowstone Park. She is the author of *Yellowstone Treasures* and the cotranslator of the English edition of *Yellowstone, Land of Wonders*, an 1883 travelogue to and through Yellowstone by Belgian travel writer Jules Leclercq. She lives in Oakland, California.
Yellowstone Treasures (5th Edition)
The Traveler's Companion to the National Park
Janet Chapple

Summary

Winner, Silver Medal in the Travel Category, 2018 IBPA Benjamin Franklin Awards

This fifth edition of the popular guide to Yellowstone, the world's first national park, revises descriptions of the hot springs, geysers, and wildlife viewing spots. Mile-by-mile road logs document every approach to the park and every interior road. Through charts and explanations, readers learn of Yellowstone's campgrounds and facilities, geyser basins and the frequency of the geyser eruptions, and out-of-the-way hikes. Updates include descriptions of new lodgings, scientific information reflecting recent research, 65 new color photos, and revised maps. A field guide to the animals and plants, a selected reading list, and a 21-page index round out this comprehensive guidebook.

Contributor Bio

Janet Chapple is a Montana native whose parents once worked at Old Faithful Inn, the historic lodge in Yellowstone Park. She is the editor of the historical anthology Through Early Yellowstone (2016) and cotranslator of the English edition of Yellowstone, Land of Wonders (2013), an 1883 travelog by Belgian travel writer Jules Leclercq. She lives in Oakland, California.